USER GUIDE
So Sound® System

Introduction
Congratulations on your purchase of a table with the So Sound® System.
The following pages of this user guide will will inform you how to set up and use this system.

So Sound Amp Operating Instructions
The So Sound Amp is the proprietary amplifier used to power your So SoundHearts. It has been
specially designed to work with almost any musical device, and to deliver the deep, resonating
tones and harmonies that are so beneficial to a relaxing experience.
Never force the connection between your phone/music player and the So Sound
Amp. The correct cable connection is standard on most devices, should never
require forced pressure to complete.
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Volume/Resonance Control
The resonance knob should not have to be more than half way (11-12:00 o’clock position) or
distortion will be a problem. The status light will turn green when the system is in distortion
and you will hear a popping sound.

Using a Phone or Player
If you want to use a phone or another player, plug in the 3.5mm male-male cable into
the headphone output of your phone and plug in the other end into the front of the amp
labeled IN.
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Care & Safety
Since the So Sound® System uses magnets in the So SoundHearts, people with
pacemakers or any other implanted magnetically-sensitive medical device
should consult with their doctor before lying on a table with this system.
The So Sound Table and components has no user-serviceable parts. Never
attempt to open or repair the So Sound System.
Your So Sound® System has been designed to give you years of sound rest and relaxation.
However, care should be taken to keep the volume levels of the So SoundHearts at “normal”
levels. Turning up the vibration (resonance) levels too high for extended periods of time will
create distortion and could damage the performance of the system.
The So SoundHearts have been equipped with thermal switches that will automatically decrease
the vibration (resonance) levels of the table if they are continuously running at high volumes for
extended periods of time. If your So Sound table decreases in volume, simply turn off the power
on the So Sound Amp, and let the system cool down for twenty minutes. The system should
return to normal once you turn it back on.
Protect your hearing when using headphones by:
• Limiting the amount of time you use headphones at high volumes
• Avoid turning the volume up to block out background noise
• Turn the volume down if you can’t hear people speaking to you

Frequently Asked Questions
1. Can I use my own ipod, iPhone or other music player?
Yes, you can use any audio source that has a Stereo jack (standard with all players/phones –
headphone output), (a cable to connect is supplied with the So Sound ART package. But due to
different output levels, some devices may have a higher quality output than others.
2. Can I buy more music that works with the So Sound System?
Yes, while any music can be used. Some will resonate better than others. So Sound Solutions
offers music that is specifically designed to provide an enhanced experience. Please visit www.
sosoundsolutions.com to explore additional music and program offerings.
3. Can I play any music that I want?
Yes, you can relax, fall asleep, and wake up to any music you like. We have included a USB to
have some music that works well on the table. We do encourage people to try out different
types of music and let us know what works!
4. I’m pregnant, should I take any additional precautions?
Some types of music have been proven to be of tremendous value to developing babies, but
since sound waves travel faster and louder through liquids, we recommend that volume levels
on the So SoundHearts be kept very low, and used for shorter periods of time.
5. Is there any risk of fire from the electrical components?
No. The So SoundHearts and Amp have been rigorously tested through hundreds of hours of
use. But just like any electrical device, care should be taken to avoid damaging the wires, and
the components should NEVER be opened.
6. How do I get more music from So Sound?
Simply visit www.sosoundsolutions.com and purchase your favorite CDs.

Troubleshooting
1. Basic Troubleshooting
• Ensure that the music source’s volume is turned up and mute is not enabled.
• If you have an internal equalizer on your musical device, ensure that the balance is set equally
between Left and Right,
• Ensure that your mp3 player or music source is plugged into the “INPUT” socket on the front
of the So Sound Amp (see section, figure image)
2. I can’t feel the So SoundHearts
• Adjust the left knob on the left side of the Amp to control the vibration levels of the So
SoundHearts.
• Check to see if the blue light is on (front of amp).
• If you have the 3.5mm cable plugged in, you will not hear anything from the USB. Unplug the
cable to hear the music on the USB.
3. I can only feel the So SoundHearts on one side of the bed
• Check that the balance of your musical device is balanced equally between left and right, and
forward and backward if applicable
4. I can’t hear anything out of my external speakers or headphones
• Adjust the right knob on the right of the Amp to control headphone or external speaker
volume
• Adjust the volume of your external speakers
• Check that the balance of your musical device is balanced equally between left and right.
5. I can hear music through my headphones or speakers, but the vibration from the table is very
weak or distorted
• The bonus music that came with your So Sound Table was specially created to resonate
with the So SoundHearts within the platform. Due to different levels of studio production and
recording quality, some music that may “sound” good, may not “resonate” as well out of the
So SoundHearts. But don’t be dismayed, you may find that music that you may not normally
“listen” to, feels unbelievable when coming through the So SoundHearts.
• Check that the balance of your musical device is balanced equally between left and right, and
forward and backward if applicable
• Adjust the resonance with the left knob on the So Sound Amp
• Try using a non MP3 format. Try using the standard to all Cds (.wav) or a non-compressed
audio format.
• Make sure the output from your player is on high (about 8 out of 10) but not so much as to
distort the sound.

Warranty
So Sound Hearts and Amp – 1 (One) Year Limited
The Touch by So Sound and So Sound components are not user-serviceable. Opening either the
Touch by So Sound or any of the So Sound components voids all warranties
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